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Synopsis 
 
The MoonBridge Way.  This teen fiction series merges 
action, adventure, sci-fi and sci-fantasy. Expletive free, 
the adventures are sometimes scary, sometimes sad, 
often fun, wide in scope and complex in depth. Many 
lands, planets, civilisations and even universes dip in 
and out of MoonBridge Way Adventures. From many 
heroic individuals to evil villainous enemies, immortal 
beings to alien races and even an introduction to a 
time-shifting multiverse. The scale of adventures can 
be bewildering in extent. 

Book 1 – The MoonBridge Way – Opened 
‘Opened’ follows young Jack Ferns on his discovery of 
the mystical portal, called the MoonBridge Way, and 
the initial destination parallel world of Danthienne. 
Here he gains new friends and loses some too. 
Engaging in many exciting adventures, he faces 
daunting challenges and dangerous foes. Gradually 
discovering the extent of his new-found powers, he 
learns some of its hidden secrets. The adventure stage 
is set for book two. 
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Book 2 – The MoonBridge Way – Broken 
‘Broken’ expands the horizons with new civilisations, 
new enemies, greater challenges, and threats to 
everyone’s existence. Our heroes must face great 
adversity, learn to cooperate, and carve new alliances 
to survive. Many diverse storyline threads commence 
and progress. Equally as many remain unresolved ready 
for the third episode. 

Book 3 - The MoonBridge Way – Revealed 
‘Revealed’ brings the initial trilogy to a breath-taking 
close after so many characters and their predicaments 
are followed. Unexpected outcomes, strange new 
beings, unknown adversaries, and unimaginable 
threats face our heroes. Our allies clash with foes from 
multiple planets, other dimensions and alternate 
realities building to a cataclysmic climax. 

Book 4 - The MoonBridge Way – Restored 
‘Restored’ commences seventeen Earth years after 
Jack Ferns and his pregnant sister, Tina-Lu, departed 
the mystical parallel world of Danthienne. Tina-Lu’s 
twin 17-year-old children, Ky and Mimi, have grown up 
on Earth during this intervening time. The twins realise 
they are different to all others but do not know the 
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reason. They are just beginning to discover their 
abilities. Their true heritage is kept a complete secret 
from them by their mother and uncle. The adventurers 
head into deeper mysteries than ever before. 

Book 5 - The MoonBridge Way – Challenged 
‘Challenged’ the finale concludes the adventures from 
book four. Currently being written this is unlikely to be 
ready before late 2023. 
 
Beware ‘The MoonBridge Way’ – once entered, you will 
never want to leave! 


